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Imperial Landscapes of Health:
Place, Plants and People between
India and Australia, 1800s–1900s
James Beattie
In the nineteenth century, place bore immediately
and urgently on questions of imperialism, race, and
health. This article considers European strategies
to control local environments and improve
healthiness through the exchange of people,
plants, ideas and garden designs between India
and Australia. Migration removed Europeans
from unhealthy environments, either permanently
(to Australia and elsewhere) or temporarily (to
hill stations in India). Trees like the eucalyptus
were introduced into India to enhance European
health, based on belief they drained sources of
disease. I argue a crucial new understanding
of the intersection between health and place in
the nineteenth-century British Empire can be
provided by tracing the networks through which
people, plants, and ideas moved to consider the
broader imperial frameworks.
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Sing a song of sixpence
Purchased with our lives
Decent English gentlemen,
Roasting with their wives
In the plains of India
Where they die like flies
Edith Cuthell, My Garden City on the City of Gardens (1895)1

In the nineteenth century, place bore immediately and urgently
on questions of imperialism, race, and health. As the excerpt
above illustrates, popular belief held that colonisation was paid
for with English lives. India’s climate increasingly came to
be viewed as pathogenic both by Europeans and Indians. This
rested on the belief that residence in tropical places displaced
Anglo constitutions, and hence bodies and minds. Europeans
became fearful of the effects of climatic displacement on
their constitutions, which they increasingly saw as unsuited
to the heat and humidity of India and its disease regimes. As
particular disease and climatic regimes rendered certain Indian
groups ‘weak and effeminate,’ so Europeans believed the same
would happen to them. They pointed to the perceived effects
of racial degeneration: of tropical climates and diseases dulling
the fighting mettle of British soldiers and rendering imperial
administrators jabbering wrecks.2 Nor were these concerns
limited to Europeans. For example, in the late–nineteenth
century, Bengali Hindus also feared the degenerating effects
of malaria, against which Muslim families were seemingly
impervious.3
This article considers European strategies to control local
environments and thus mitigate the adverse effects of place
on mind and body. It demonstrates how concerns about health
wove together different Australian and Indian places through the
relocation of people, plants, ideas, and garden designs. Migration
removed Europeans from India’s unhealthy environments, either
permanently (to Australia and elsewhere) or temporarily (to hill
stations in India). Trees like the eucalyptus were introduced into
India to enhance health, based on the belief that they drained
sources of disease from the surrounding environment. Ideas
of health and garden designs thus underpinned attempts to
remake some imperial places in the image of others. I argue that
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considering imperial frameworks to trace the networks through
which people, plants, and ideas moved provides crucial new
understandings of the intersection between health and place in
the nineteenth-century British Empire.

Networks, Ideas, People, and Plants
Examining the exchanges of people, ideas, and plants between
different places in Australia and India adds to the growing
work on the importance of networks in understanding imperial
institutions and experiences.4 Instead of ideas or plants
travelling along one-way paths, as was once thought, many
historians are now adopting a more decentred and multinodal conceptualisation of Empire, one emphasising transfers
between different places that changed over time.5 Jodi Frawley,
for example, writes of the way in which the meaning of plants
shifted from place to place, in terms of both their cultural and
scientific descriptions, and their physical attributes.6 Both she
and Lotte Hughes, among others, stress the complexity of
nineteenth-century plant transfers.7 With regard to individuals,
the scholarship of David Lambert and Alan Lester on ‘imperial
careering’ stresses the importance of colonial experiences in one
place shaping individual attitudes and experiences elsewhere in
Empire. Their concept, like the model of plant transfers presented
by Frawley, Hughes, and others, emphasises the importance
of colony-to-colony transfers of ideas and complicates earlier
models of ideas being introduced from Europe to the colonies.
As applied to this article, the framework of ‘imperial careering’
demonstrates how health and environmental views from one
place were introduced into another.8 This study, then, bears out
recent research on the complexity of networks by highlighting
an under-researched area and pointing to the significance of
intra-imperial exchange beyond the so-called major botanical
garden hubs of Europe.
What are the advantages of such an approach? Considering
the networks through which transfers of people, health ideas,
and plants occurred, moves the history of health beyond
analyses conducted at a national level or framed by particular
disease regimes. While immensely useful, such perspectives
can obscure important relationships between certain places.
For example, historians have only tended to consider health
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connections within either tropical colonies9 or settler colonies.10
Rarely have they considered how perceived health problems
in one place facilitated exchanges of people, plants or medical
ideas among tropical and settler colonies.11 In examining such
interactions between the Australian colonies and the Indian
subcontinent, this article reinforces Warwick Anderson’s salient
observation that, ‘regardless of historiographic trends,’ politics
and nature ‘are continually plotting to reassert the importance of
geography, of spatial patterning, in the understanding of disease
and health care.’12
By centring this study on the role of place, it also extends
research on medical geography and the connections between
environment and health.13 First, it considers how perceived
health qualities of some plants motivated their introduction.14
Second, Indian case-studies extend understandings of the
intersections of gardens and colonial health by stressing the
importance of health to the creation, perception, and use of
gardens as well as the choice of plants in them.15 Finally, the
article broadens existing studies of Australian health emigration.
Most scholarship has focussed on whites moving from Europe
to Australia or from the settler colonies, attracted in part by
the ‘pull’ of a perceived better climate as well as lifestyle.16
The importance of health in motivating European emigration
from India to Australia has also been largely neglected.17 When
scholars consider Asia, it is to examine ethnic groups from this
region, not Europeans.18

Migration for Health: Australia and India
Health and place were significant factors in nineteenth-century
migration. Considerations of health influenced migrants’
decisions to emigrate, while potential migrant destinations
were marketed for their healthful qualities.19 Underlying such
views were complex medical ideas concerning illness, and the
relationship of environment and health. Illness had manifold
causes. It might arise as easily from contact with environments
as from contact between people.20 Sunshine and heat, wind
and rain, humidity and cold; one’s place and proximity to
rotting vegetation: all of these factors—and others—impacted
on health.21 Miasma was used to express the confused origins
of illness and the bewildering role of place, among other
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factors, in the generation of disease. Miasma, a hotly contested
concept, retained its popularity in non-medical circles well into
the twentieth century.22 Until the development of microbial
understandings of disease transmission, settlers responded to
miasma by closely focusing on a place’s qualities. Scent and
sight alerted settlers to dangerous areas. Settlers also avoided or
attempted to drain low-lying ground like swamps and standing
water.23
Beyond local places, whole ‘tropical’ regions—such
as India’s—came to be pathologised.24 Imperialism placed
European bodies in unfamiliar situations and subjected them to
unknown environmental agents and new diseases, particularly
in India. The Indian War of Independence (1857) undermined
British confidence that changes in diet and lifestyle could
enable them to adapt to India’s climate. Even before then, as
Mark Harrison has observed, high mortality and morbidity
experienced during the First Burma War (1824–26) jolted belief
in the ability of British troops (both Indian and European) to
serve in Burma.25 The bitter and bloody fighting of 1857 thus
merely confirmed what many had suspected: that the tropical
climate of India was no place for a white man, let alone for a
white woman.26 Increasing pessimism about the ability of races
to acclimatise to regions environmentally different from their
own had profound implications for imperial health policy. In the
aftermath of the Indian uprising, concern that the weakness of
European troops in the Indian climate had encouraged rebellion
impressed upon imperial policymakers the vulnerability of
British rule to the vagaries of a pathogenic climate. As the
British Government formally took control of India from the
East India Company (EIC), the House of Commons demanded
both an increase in the ratio of British to Indian troops and a
reduction in death rates.27
The public health of British administrators and military
personnel thus became the focus of health investigations and
improvements.28 Medical topographers led the charge in what
became a whole arsenal of health reforms, measuring mortality
and morbidity, and examining sanitary measures and disease
outbreaks.29 Better nutrition, provision of clean drinking water
and other sanitary measures, as well as improved barrack
design, resulted. Many of these reforms testified spatially to
the growing social gulf between Indians and Europeans, with
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cantonments (permanent military camps) now separating Indian
and European dwellings. Despite mortality rates among both
Indian and British troops correspondingly falling ‘significantly,
if unevenly, from the early 1880s,’ 30 devastating outbreaks of
disease (especially cholera and, later, plague) continued to break
out in India.31 Given both the prevalence of some diseases and
European mobility, it is not surprising that long-term residence
in India’s tropical climate was popularly held to reduce one’s
lifespan. As a palliative, Europeans who had served in India
sought out climates more closely resembling those of Europe,
and hence believed to be more suited to their constitutions.
Many British officials and military personnel from India
retired to other parts of the Empire, including New Zealand and
South Africa.32 The latter was a particularly popular resort owing
to its dry climate and position as a stopping-off point, pre-Suez
Canal, between Britain and India. British officials also sought
to return to the United Kingdom. However, as the nineteenth
century lengthened, societal opinion turned against the lifestyles
of wealthy Anglo-Indians, who were increasingly regarded as
corrupt, middle-class upstarts possessing questionable morals
and mores.33 Medical opinion also cautioned against, as Dr.
Copland and Sir James Clark wrote, ‘immediate return to a
cold climate,’ such as Britain’s. They stressed it was ‘likely to
be injurious to persons who have resided in India and suffered
from disease produced by the effects of the climate.’34
Officials in Australia’s fledgling colonies, along with
those in New Zealand and South Africa,35 clamoured to attract
wealthy white settlers from India. They commonly sounded a
note of alarm by playing on the dangers of India’s climate while
reassuring migrants of their own colony’s salubrity. As Captain
James Stirling (1791–1865, the first Governor of Western
Australia, 1828–38) explained, India’s heat and moisture
produced ‘unwholesome exhalations,’ chiefly malaria.36 Malaria
struck particular terror into European society in India. It attacked
indiscriminately, leaving survivors debilitated and liable to later
lapse into fever. Malaria, as another author observed, ‘ruins a
race, sapping its stamina and destroying its power of work.’
Acclimatisation to its effects, he held, was simply impossible.37
Cholera was also widely feared, while mental illnesses
associated with the tropics were diagnosed as well.38
Mindful of such concerns, in 1858 Tasmania’s parliament
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established a committee to examine the island’s suitability as a
military sanatorium. The committee of ten men, including six
military officers, recommended Tasmania as a station for aiding
in the recovery of white troops from India whose constitutions
had been blasted by the sub-continent’s disease regime.
Anticipating critically high rates of casualties and disablement
among troops in British India, as well as difficulties in securing
replacements, it suggested the establishment of a two-thousandbed sanatorium. The report strongly noted it would allow:
the disabled Soldier the advantages of the Climate of Tasmania;
as, giving him four months in this Colony for the recovery of
his health, he could be returned to Calcutta or Bombay in six
months after quitting either of those Ports, in all probability
quite efficient for duty.39

To support claims of its ability to rejuvenate the servants of
Empire, the report, following the template of medical topography/
geography then popular across the western world, used newlyrefined statistical techniques to tabulate in exhausting detail
information about vegetation, geology, rainfall, seasonal
climatic variations, diseases, morbidity and mortality rates,
and so on. 40 The report described the physical appearance of
inhabitants, and drew on all manner of information to ascertain
the healthiness of particular places on the island. Accordingly,
Tasmania’s report highlighted the low death rate among troops
already stationed there (not quite 8 per 1000 compared to 33 per
1000 in Britain and nearly 50 per 1000 in India). A low death
rate, explained the report’s compilers, arose due to an absence
of temperature extremes on the island.41 A moderate and evenly
distributed rainfall further recommended Tasmania’s climate.
In addition to the physical attributes of the island itself,
the report presented evidence of Tasmania’s beneficence to the
human physique. The island was ‘free from marsh miasma’ while
‘neither intermittent nor remittent Fevers occur here.’42 As the
local Member of the Legislative Council, Dr. E. S. P. Bedford,
noted, Tasmania’s climate had produced ‘good effects’ among
the ‘persons coming on sick leave to this Colony from India,’
whom he had examined at his medical practice. In addition, he
observed, those diseases fatal and prevalent in India were not
found in Tasmania. Thus,
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The mild character of the climate; its cool nights; its equal fall
of rain during the year; its freedom from malaria; its bright and
clear atmosphere; its scenery, and the general English aspect of
its Towns, buildings, and cultivations, all have great influence
upon persons seeking health after a residence in a warm
climate.43

Several other Australian proposals for military sanatoria
followed in the wake of the formal British takeover of India.44
In 1859, Sir James Stirling (1791–1865), the first Governor of
struggling Western Australia, published a pamphlet promoting
his colony’s atmosphere.45 Western Australia, he enthused,
possessed ‘a sea-climate, fresh and invigorating; temperate in
point of heat; equable in point of temperature; free from sudden
chills.’ The hottest season was also the one of the ‘greatest
draught.’ Later, Sir Frederick Napier Broome (1842–96) wrote
to the Viceroy of India suggesting that British troops be sent
from India to enjoy Western Australia’s ‘kindly climate.’46
Advantageous provisions in settlement schemes also
targeted migrants. For example, Tasmania’s Immigration Act
(1867) granted immigrants from India thirty acres of land, in
addition to other benefits to their families. This was only one
of several such schemes at the time.47 Many ex-Indian military
and officials came to Australia in search of health, especially,
it seems, between the 1800s and the 1870s.48 While belief in
Australia’s healthfulness played a major part in these migrations,
Australian-Indian shipping connections underpinned them.49
Ex-Indian officials and migrants bought estates in colonial
Sydney; as did lower ranks.50 The regular movement of imperial
troops from one area to another also acquainted soldiers with
the health advantages of particular places and placed them in
a position that made migration easier.51 Health anxieties, then,
impelled Europeans from India to seek out the perceived healthy
climate of southern Australia, something eagerly encouraged by
colonial promoters through literature and in legislation.

Hill Stations and Gum Trees
For those unable to travel to salubrious climates, such as those
of the Australian colonies, India’s mountain ranges offered
them temporary relief. Dotted along India’s ranges, the cool
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climates of hill stations provided refuge from the maddening
and debilitating heat of the plains.52 Belief that their health
qualities could be further improved connected Australia and
India in other ways through the introduction of eucalyptus, a
genus of the Myrtaceae family. It was held to possess important
qualities able to improve the health of a locality through its
ability to drain swampy land and remove miasma.
Eucalyptus assumed great importance because of the
significance of hill stations to India’s rule and the need to maintain
the healthiness of such places and thus the security of British
control. Initially often acquired for defensive needs, by the end
of the nineteenth century hill stations had become crucial to
India’s rule as administrative and military hubs at certain times
of year.53 In the three hottest months, the Bengal Government
officiated from Darjeeling. The Madras Government spent six
months in Ootacamund, (now Udhagamandalam), or ‘Ooty’ as
it was affectionately called by climate-blasted officials. From
1884, the permanent military headquarters of the Madras Army
joined its Government in Ooctacamund while the Imperial
Government travelled over two thousand kilometres from
Calcutta to rule from Simla (now Shimla).54 All told, tens of
thousands of Europeans, their Indian staff, retainers, and others,
responded to seasonal fluctuations in climate and disease by
moving semi-permanently to India’s higher altitudes in search
of healthy places.
Some scoffed at the cost of seasonal removal. Others,
however, accepted its strategic necessity. Inveterate imperial
traveller and commentator, Charles Dilke (1843–1911),
recognised that it was impossible to think in such a ‘singularly
hot, unhealthy, and out of the way’ city as Calcutta. Calcutta’s
harsh climate made Simla’s kindlier climate, Dilke wrote, central
to ‘the retention of our Indian empire.’55 A key component
of the perceived healthiness of hill stations rested on their
resemblance to other healthy places. Most obviously, Britons
identified the temperate-like climates of hill stations as similar
to European mountain spas and resorts, places long visited by
wealthy British as part of the Grand Tour. The mountain scenery
around hill stations also correlated to picturesque traditions of
landscape, helping to frame the unfamiliar in familiar artistic
conventions.56
Journeying to the hill station of Murree, on the foothills of
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the Western Himalayas, Elizabeth Muter fancied herself ‘again
in an English dell, with the trickling water rolling over the
mossy stones.’57 After ‘the interminable flat’ of the plain ‘with its
endless crops and villages,’ she expressed ‘indescribable relief’
at seeing ‘the vast mountain, and their [sic] wild and tangled
vegetation.’58 In addition to appearance, hill stations enabled
Europeans to engage in physical work and manly sports. These
activities, central to constructions of masculinity, were hindered
by the debilitating heat of the plains and the sweating jungles
of the coast.59 Hill stations also reinforced the connections
between health, beauty, and productivity. Many of the high
country areas near hill stations supported the growth of familiar
European plants, as well as the development of commercially
valuable plantations such as those of tea, coffee, and opium.60
Finally, hill stations may also have restored the badly shaken
European belief in the healthiness of rural places over urban
ones. India confounded European experiences of health because
of its almost equally high death rates in both rural and urban
areas, owing particularly to cholera and plague.61
While acknowledging the relative healthiness of hill stations,
Europeans accepted that even hill stations’ local conditions
could deteriorate and thus endanger health. Subtle readings of
the healthiness of particular places—the plants growing there,
the people living there, and the particular climate and soils—
guided improvements. One obsever noted the civil station of
‘Mysore, Chickmagoor, from its elevation and situation, enjoys
the most temperate climate; yet it has the worst reputation for
fever’ because it stands ‘in the midst of paddy flats.’62 Drainage
and tree-planting offered means of enhancing a locality’s
salubrity, as did plants growing in and around gardens. However,
caution was required. Some trees appeared to remove miasma
and help drain swampy land. Others, like rotting vegetation and
dense, tangled jungle or young or old plants, could generate
miasma.63 Garden making and planting therefore assumed great
importance in health improvements.
Garden making in India reflected a number of imperial
sentiments: the civilisation of the wilds, the domestication of
foreign places, and British ideas of class, race, gender, and
science. Gardens fulfilled multiple functions. For example, as
centres of acclimatisation and scientific investigation, botanical
gardens were instrumental in helping to commodify and remake
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Indian nature.64 But they were also important recreational sites
in which officers and their wives could safely perambulate, free
from the maddening crowds and lower ranks. Further, many
of the trees growing in them had perceived health benefits.65
These might derive from qualities of their bark (as in the case of
cinchona genus, the C. calisaya, a valued remedy for malaria),
or more generally, from their perceived ability to drain land and
suck up atmospheric impurities.66
Of all the trees introduced into India perhaps the eucalyptus
created the greatest hope of putting healthiness into place.
Although introduced as early as the 1790s by Tipu Sultan
(1750–90),67 it was only really in the nineteenth century that its
introduction took place on a large scale across India. Primarily
brought to India to meet the rapidly rising fuelwood demands
near hill stations, great hopes were also attached to its healthgiving properties.68 As a correspondent of the Indian Forester
pithily enthused, eucalypts would ‘improve the health and to
add to the wealth of the country.’69 Among several enthusiastic
promoters of the eucalyptus were Victoria’s German-born
scientist, Ferdinand von Mueller (1825–96)—‘Baron Blue Gum’
to his supporters—and his friend, Richard Schomburgk. Their
pronouncements on the qualities of the eucalyptus received
enthusiastic praise in the Indian Forester, the key professional
organ of Indian forestry. 70 In India, initial attention focused on
the blue gum (Eucalyptus globulus) which forester J. L. Laird
praised for its ‘utility in hygiene.’ Not only absorbing moisture
from the atmosphere, its healthful emanations, he noted,
possibly neutralised or even destroyed the deadly but unseen
miasmas.71 Although commenting on the ‘exaggeration’ of some
of its claimed health benefits, as a drainer of miasmic marshes,
forestry writer J. E. O’Connor explained, the eucalyptus genus
was second to none, ‘absorbing daily ten times its own weight
of water from the soil.’72 Translated (French) works such as J.
M. Laird’s enthusiastic plug for the health-giving properties of
Eucalyptus globulus also appeared.73
Medical doctors and foresters—many of whom were
also medically trained—advanced tree-planting for health in
seemingly climatically appropriate areas.74 Private and public
figures from Australia living in India also experimented with the
introduction of Australian species.75 For example, the Governor
of Madras Presidency, Sir William Thomas Denison (1804–
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71), a former Governor-General of the Australian Colonies,
enthusiastically plugged the species’ health-giving properties.76
Among other sources, Indian officials received seeds from the
Royal Botanic Garden Sydney and Melbourne sources.77 The
roles of officials and private individuals from Australia in the
promotion of eucalyptus in India point to the ways in which
‘imperial careering’ furthered biological transfers. It also
highlights the need to examine the role of private planters,
not just state institutions, in the making of health landscapes.
Such connections demonstrate that health concerns in one place
stimulated the exchange of information and seeds not simply
between parts of Australia and India, but also, as in the example
of Laird, between France and India.78
By the 1850s, almost ten-thousand Australian trees were
growing near Ootacamund, many having been planted by
officials and military personnel.79 Surveying the South Indian
uplands in 1882, Dietrich Brandis (1824–1907), India’s first
Inspector General of Forests, commented that their planting
has ‘altered the appearance of the country.’ ‘[L]arge trees,
chiefly Eucalyptus globulus, Acacia melanoxylon and Acacia
dealbata,’ he recorded, surround the hill stations of Wellington,
Ootacamund, and Coonoor (all in the Nilgiris).80 In 1883,
Ootacamund was ‘almost surrounded by a forest of these
trees,’ while on the Nilgiris eucalypts grew four times as fast
as teak.81 Plantations of Australian species also provided fuel
for Wellington barracks.82 In 1873, some sixteen-thousand
various eucalypts were growing in Ranikhet (Uttarakhand).83
The eucalyptus introduced into India, however, did not grow in
the places where it was most wanted—the malarial lowlands.
In the 1870s, for example, Madras’ Sanitary Commissioner
unsuccessfully attempted to introduce eucalypts.84 Repeated
failures established the climatic limitation of its growth to the
hill stations of southern India, reinforcing also the influence of
place on attempts at creating healthy landscapes. Places beyond
southern India proved to be either too dry or too humid to permit
the successful growth of eucalyptus. It was not until the 1920s
that research revealed that most eucalyptus introduced into India
came from Australia’s temperate south, not its north. Thereafter,
especially from the 1960s, more ecologically appropriate
species were planted, along with the creation of new hybrids.85
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Interchangeable Imperial Places
As Australian species were introduced into India to promote the
healthful qualities of places, so officials in southern Australian
drew from Indian experiences to put healthiness into place.
While white southern Australians presented their climate as
‘health-giving,’ lingering fears about places encountered at
particular times of the year persisted. Swamps elicited fear,
justifying reclamation on the grounds of health and as means
of bringing new land into production. Urbanisation also created
concerns about the spread of disease. But these were akin to
contemporary European health anxieties about similar kinds
of places like those of the Lincolnshire and Norfolk Fens in
England or Ootacamund and Wellington hill stations in India.
What differed were fears of Australia’s heat, especially its
scorching, desiccating winds blowing from the inland. Through
drainage and cultivation, European settlers in Australia engaged
in environmental modifications of particular places deemed
unhealthy, as Warwick Anderson has noted. Many colonists
believed these processes contributed to improvements in the
salubrity of local climates. Settlers also recognised the need to
don clothing appropriate to the atmosphere of particular places,
and to stay indoors on hot and windy days.86 Yet, even if one
sought refuge indoors, many still complained of the heat.
In the 1840s, Louisa Anne Meredith (1812–95) wrote of
Bathurst’s ‘oven-like atmosphere, the temperature of which is
frequently increased tenfold by a “hot wind,” when it seems as
if a fiery blast from a huge furnace pervaded all space around,
rushing into the house through every opening with the force of
a hurricane.’87 In 1854, Sir John Cracroft Wilson spent a few
days in Melbourne at the height of summer. ‘I never suffered
in India,’ he complained in his journal, ‘so much as I suffered
from the persecution of the mosquito wretches,’ discomfort
worsened by Melbourne’s ‘excessive’ heat.88 On the Victorian
gold fields Europeans, William Howitt (1792–1879) declared
in 1855, laboured ‘under an almost Indian sun,’ suffering ‘the
most frightful effects of cramps and rheumatism, of fever and
dysentery.’89
The solution to the dangers of seasonal heat and the
unhealthiness of cities was to develop hill stations. Although
inspired by Indian models, Australia’s retreats came to differ
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from those on the sub-continent in several ways. As Andrea
Inglis’ fascinating research demonstrates, Australia’s hill
stations did not replicate the rigid class divisions and military
hierarchies of India. Nor did they develop as attempts to
flee an alien environment. Instead, she notes, through their
incorporation of particular aspects of Australian nature and
scenery, they facilitated greater appreciation of Australian
environments. By the late–nineteenth century, she shows,
they contributed to Australian nationalism by promoting
appreciation of the ‘native’ nature around mountain resorts.
Inglis also demonstrates their seasonal nature. For example, the
Blue Mountains, west of Sydney, catered to upper- and middleclass needs, combining relaxing walks with cooler summer
temperatures, and provided luxury accommodation amidst
pleasingly picturesque scenery. Places fulfilling similar needs
sprang up in other parts of Australia. South Australians had the
summer balm of the Adelaide Hills; Queenslanders could flee
to Toowomba.90
Just as hill stations in India had eucalyptus, so several of
Australia’s hill stations introduced perceived health-giving
plants from India. Furthermore, they constructed buildings
modelled on those of India’s hill stations, themselves derivative
of English styles. In Victoria in 1884, its Governor (1884–89),
Henry Loch (1827–1900), rented the Mt. Macedon property,
Rosenheim, as a summer retreat. Its function was commented
on by the pastoralist and gold commissioner, Thomas Alexander
Browne (better known as the novelist Rolf Boldrewood
[1826–1915]), who aptly described Macedon as ‘the Simla of
Victoria.’91 Macedon’s ‘deodars, Himalayan spruce, Assam
tea, Rhododendron Dalhousie, and Indian ducks on the State
Nursery Lake,’ notes garden historian Paul Fox, ‘had been recreated in the image of an Indian hill station.’ The mock-Tudor
construction of the new two-storied Governor’s residence in
Macedon closely resembled the Commander-in-Chief’s recentlyconstructed abode in Simla (India), further enhancing that
image.92 These complicated borrowings involved assemblages
of different plant and building styles, but with local variations,
much as how, for example, the Bengal bungalow developed
in form and function over time, when adapted to suit different
places and architectural needs.93 This evidence suggests the
creation of imperial landscapes of health. Visiting Darjeeling
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in 1890, Indianophile, irrigator, and politician Alfred Deakin
(1856–1919) noted in his diary: ‘cleared patches of garden and
dry grass like Macedon—gardens on steep slopes and crests of
hills,’ seemingly genuinely unaware that the model was India
and not the other way round.94
The intertwining of ecologies, buildings, and landscapes
suggested both by descriptions of Mt. Macedon and of its
resemblance to Darjeeling, illustrates the complex historical
conjunctions, the complex assemblages of people, places, and
plants, that imperialism could throw together. Such a perspective
can complicate arguments of national exceptionalism such as
that put forward by Andrea Inglis. For Inglis, the perceived
health benefits of eucalyptus trees ‘gave rise to an original and
uniquely Australian form of therapy,’ which ‘distinguished
the Australian hill stations from their British and Asian
antecedents.’95 Yet, as explored in this article, eucalyptus trees
were also a ubiquitous presence on many southern Indian hill
stations and were highly valued for their health qualities. A panimperial perspective demonstrates that it makes little sense to
talk of a ‘uniquely Australian form of therapy’ because these
landscapes of health were instead amalgams of the qualities of
different places. ‘Around Ootacamund,’ as historians Charles
and Caroline Carlton note, ‘the British created a landscape that
has been described as a curious blend of Surrey and Southern
Australia, the latter influence being mainly due to the importation
of eucalyptus trees.’96

Conclusion
In the environmentally attuned nineteenth century, people,
places, and plants formed a powerful triumvirate of health.
Changes in one, it was thought, forced alterations in the others.
This article has argued that maintaining such a balance assumed
overriding importance in considerations of one’s health,
particularly in tropical climates whose disease regimes seemed
wholly inimical to European constitutions, and whose qualities
spelled the difference between life and death. Fired by such
imperial health anxieties, people migrated, transferred plants,
and remade places. Underlying such energetic movement was
acknowledgement of humanity’s ability to shape, yet also be
shaped by, environmental influences. Europeans believed in their
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capability to alter localities, such as through the introduction
of eucalyptus to Indian hill stations or the acclimatisation of
Indian species into Australia. But they also acknowledged their
powerlessness against wider influences beyond their control,
influences like India’s climatic and disease regimes or the
seasonal heat of Australia’s searing summer plains, both of
which led to the establishment of hill stations. Such anxiety and
confidence, such enthusiastic movement of people and plants,
stimulated the creation of pan-imperial landscapes of health.
Studying these relocations of plants and people, examining the
remaking of places in Empire, can significantly enrich studies
of colonial health.
University of Waikato, New Zealand
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